
 

Spirit of the Highlands  

Spirit:Autobiography Area Assessment Panels  

 

1. Background 

One of the aims of the Spirit of the Highlands project is to create an ‘Autobiography of the Highlands’ to 

be titled Spirit:Autobiography; a digital archive built from a unique collection of stories, all told by the 

people who live, work and visit here.  Spirit:Autobiography will provide a revealing insight into living in 

the Highlands today, as well as exploring the heritage that has helped to shape our unique region.  

 

The Autobiography will include stories submitted by people from across the Highlands about the places 

they live, the places they work and play, and the cultures and events that shape their communities and 

themselves as individuals.  Stories behind the headlines of history; the stories that people tell one 

another at ceilidhs: the uncle who worked on the hydro schemes, the sister who works in tourism, the 

mother that created a community group, the nephew that kayaked the Great Glen in record time. These 

personal stories will provide a gateway into the contemporary life and broad history of the Highlands. 

 

The call for these stories is now live and people across the Highlands are uploading tales of up to 350 

words to the Spirit of the Highlands web portal www.spiritofthehighlands.com.  All eligible stories will 

have a permanent home in the Spirit:Autobiography.  

 

The wider Spirit of the Highlands project will also see Inverness Castle transform into a new visitor 

attraction as part of the Inverness and Highlands City Region Deal.  Of the many stories submitted to the 

Spirit:Autobiography, 100 stories will be selected to form the creative interpretation within the Castle.  

 

Spirit:Autobiography and the 100 stories presented in the castle will seek to encourage visitors and 

potential travellers to stay longer, to explore the full region and to visit parts they might not know about 

or have heard of before, inspired to find out more about the whole of the Highland’s fascinating past 

and exciting future.    

 

We would like you to help us to achieve this aim by becoming part of one of the many Area Assessment 

Panels that will select the stories to be told about your local area. 



 

2. Remit 

Area Assessment Panels will be set up in every Highland Council Ward to help in the process of selecting 

the stories that will build the Spirit:Autobiography. The remit of these panels is to provide the first 

phase in the assessment process, determining which stories should progress to phase 2*.   

 

All stories submitted to the web portal (max 350. words) that are associated with the geographic area of 

the Ward will be filtered, collated and issued to members of the Area Assessment Panel.  

 

The panel will be asked to complete a review of the stories from their area in the form of a RAG ‘traffic 

light’ rating scheme, assessing them Red, Amber or Green.  A member of the Spirit of the Highlands 

Project Team will support the panel throughout, providing advice and guidance on the process, the 

assessment criteria and in the understanding of the variations between the Red, Amber and Green 

categories.   

 

• Step 1: Each panel member will be asked to individually review and RAG rate each story. 

• Step 2: The panel will be asked to meet virtually or in person, depending on social distancing 

guidelines in place at the time, to review the stories from that area as a group.  It is anticipated 

that only one meeting will be required, however that may increase depending on the number of 

stories submitted relating to that area. At the meeting the Spirit of the Highlands Project Team 

member will facilitate the process by which panel members discuss their individual ratings to 

reach consensus on the final RAG rating of each story from that area.   

• Step 3: The RAG ratings from each Area Assessment Panel will be collated by the Spirit Project 

Team and all stories RAG rated Green and Amber will progress to phase 2*. The stories RAG 

rated Red will be captured and developed within the Spirit:Autobiography.  

 

3. *Phase 2 

Phase 2 of Spirit:Autobiography is the stage of the project at which the assessment of Green and Amber 

rated stories will be undertaken by a panel comprised of both Spirit of the Highlands Project Team 

members and key stakeholders in the overall Spirit of the Highlands project.  The final selection of the 

100 stories will be determined by an expert panel, yet to be selected, but with a focus and expertise in 

the fields of tourism, visitor attractions, culture and heritage.  


